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An efficient, room-temperature-operation continuous-wave terahertz source will greatly benefit compact terahertz system
development for high-resolution terahertz spectroscopy and imaging applications. Here, we report highly efficient
continuous-wave terahertz emission using nanogap electrodes in a photoconductive antenna-based photomixer. The tip-to-
tip nanogap electrode structure provides strong terahertz field enhancement and acts as a nano-antenna to radiate the
terahertz wave generated in the active region of the photomixer. In addition, it provides good impedance-matching to the
terahertz planar antenna and exhibits a lower RC time constant, allowing more efficient radiation, especially at the higher
part of the terahertz spectrum. As a result, the output power of the photomixer with the new nanogap electrode structure
in the active region is two orders of magnitude higher than for a photomixer with typical interdigitated electrodes. The
terahertz emission bandwidth also increases by a factor of more than two.

T
erahertz electromagnetic waves have unique properties such as
low photon energy, a fingerprint spectral range for biomole-
cules, and transparency to several optically opaque materials,

such as clothing and paper. Terahertz waves have already found
far-reaching applications ranging from molecular spectroscopy to
astronomy, environmental monitoring, bio-imaging, security
screening and many others1–6. Although terahertz science and tech-
nology have made significant progress in past decades, there is still a
lack of efficient room-temperature-operation continuous-wave
(c.w.) terahertz sources, which would greatly benefit many of the
aforementioned terahertz applications, especially narrow-band-
width high-resolution spectroscopy and imaging5,6.

Quantum cascade lasers (QCLs) are promising semiconductor-
based c.w. terahertz sources7–10. However, they typically require
cryogenic cooling, particularly at the lower terahertz range, and
the highest reported operating temperatures without an external
magnetic field are 186 K at 3.9 THz and 163 K at 1.8 THz (refs
11,12). One promising technique for realizing c.w. terahertz
sources operating at room temperature uses photomixing in ultra-
fast photoconductive semiconductor materials13–16. The efficiency
of such devices is determined by the internal efficiency of the semi-
conductor materials used and the efficiency of the metal planar
antenna in radiating the terahertz waves. Currently, the low effi-
ciency of both parts limits the output power of c.w. terahertz photo-
mixers to the microwatt level17. Needless to say, improving the
efficiency of terahertz photomixing sources has been the subject
of intense research efforts, with most focusing on optimization of
the photomixer materials and on the design of more efficient tera-
hertz antennas18–23. For the past decade, interdigitated electrode
structures (originally used in metal–semiconductor–metal (MSM)
photodetectors23) have been widely used in photomixers to
improve the efficiency of photon-to-current conversion.
Optimization of the interdigitated electrodes leads to a trade-off

between electrode finger separation and photocarrier generation
intensity. To achieve higher efficiency, the transit time for photogen-
erated carriers should be reduced, which requires a reduction in
finger electrode separation. However, such a strategy leads to a
smaller photoconductive area being exposed to the impinging
optical pump laser, and therefore fewer photogenerated carriers. A
new design for the active region structure that can circumvent this
limitation is desired in order to significantly improve the efficiency
of c.w. terahertz photomixers.

Plasmonic metamaterials have provided unique opportunities for
manipulating electromagnetic waves in the terahertz range. Many
novel terahertz devices have been demonstrated, such as terahertz
guiding by spoof surface plasmon polaritions24–26, frequency agile
filters and modulators27,28, perfect absorbers29 and collimation of a
terahertz QCL beam30. Recently it was reported that the terahertz
field can be enhanced by orders of magnitude in a metal nanoslit
(70 nm) far beyond the skin depth31. However, implementation of
plasmonic metamaterials to enhance the performance of the most
critical and desired c.w. terahertz sources has yet to be demon-
strated. In this Article, we report the use of nanogap electrodes as
the active region in a photoconductive antenna (PCA)-based c.w.
terahertz source to enhance the localized field of both near-infrared
light and the terahertz wave. We demonstrate two orders of magni-
tude enhancement in terahertz emission power compared to a
conventional photomixer using interdigitated electrodes.

Experimental results
Semiconductor materials used as PCA-based photomixers must
exhibit high resistivity, high carrier mobility and ultrashort carrier
lifetime. Low-temperature-grown GaAs (LT GaAs) has been
shown to have such characteristics14–18. The samples used in our
experiment had a 1-mm-thick LT GaAs layer grown on a 1-mm-
thick AlAs layer on a semi-insulating GaAs substrate using
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molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). The LT GaAs has a resistivity of
�5 × 107V cm, carrier mobility of �5,000 cm2 V21 s21 and sub-
picosecond carrier lifetime. The samples were fabricated into c.w.
terahertz photomixers by using photolithography and electron-
beam lithography for the patterning of the micro-antenna structure
and nano-electrode active region, respectively, followed by electron-
beam metal deposition and lift-off. The fabrication process is
described in detail in the Supplementary Methods. Schematic draw-
ings and the dimensions of the devices are presented in Fig. 1. The
width and separation of the electrode fingers of the active region are
100 nm and 300 nm, respectively, the same for both interdigitated
and tip-to-tip nanogap electrodes. Plan-view scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) images of the photomixer with interdigitated
electrodes and tip-to-tip nanogap electrodes are presented in
Fig. 2. Both devices have a modified meander antenna, which has
similar effective radiating parts as a simple dipole antenna, but
better impedance matching.

The devices were tested at the same d.c. bias voltage of 15 V and
excited by two tunable distributed feedback (DFB) lasers. The
tunable lasers had central emission wavelengths of 852 nm and
855 nm, respectively, and a total output power of 90 mW. The tera-
hertz wave emitted from the GaAs substrate side was coupled to a
silicon hyper-hemispherical lens and measured by vacuum
Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) with a liquid
helium-cooled silicon bolometer detector. Details of the measure-
ment set-up are presented in Supplementary Fig. 1. Selected emis-
sion spectra of the tip-to-tip nanogap photomixer as recorded by
the FTIR system are shown in Fig. 3a. The x-axis is the wavenumber,
with 33.33 cm21 approximately equal to 1 THz in frequency. The
tip-to-tip nanogap photomixer emission spectra from 7 cm21 to
33 cm21 are presented in the plot. Emissions were actually recorded
up to 53 cm21, but these are not presented due to the large intensity
difference with the spectrum below 33 cm21. The inset of Fig. 3a
shows the emission spectra of the interdigitated photomixer; these
have a similar shape to that of the tip-to-tip nanogap photomixer,
but with much lower intensity. The peak position of the terahertz
emission in Fig. 3a is equal to the laser offset. As an example, for
a peak position of 11.7 cm21, the laser offset frequency would be
0.35 THz. The characteristic of a c.w. terahertz photomixer emis-
sion, with its very narrow linewidth determined by the linewidth
of the pump lasers (,10 MHz in our case), is promising for appli-
cations in high-resolution spectroscopy. The recorded emission
spectra linewidth is limited by the resolution of the FTIR system
(�6 GHz). The emission spectrum of a mercury lamp is also
included as reference; the mercury lamp has an almost flat broad-
band emission across the measured range.

To obtain the output power of the c.w. terahertz photomixers, we
used the calibration method as described in the Supplementary

Methods. The measured c.w. terahertz emission powers of the
photomixer with interdigitated electrodes and tip-to-tip nanogap
electrodes are shown in Fig. 3b. Significant enhancement in the
output power is observed across a bandwidth of �1.3 THz for the
tip-to-tip nanogap electrode photomixer compared to the interdigi-
tated photomixer. The output power of the photomixer with the
interdigitated electrode configuration fell below the detection limit
at 0.75 THz. However, the photomixer with tip-to-tip electrode con-
figurations emitted even stronger output power at its highest oper-
ating frequency of �1.6 THz than the highest peak power from
the interdigitated electrode photomixer at �0.3 THz. The total
enhancement of the output power was approximately two orders
of magnitude across the range. At �400 GHz, the enhancement
from the nanogap photomixer was more than three orders of mag-
nitude. These measurement results clearly demonstrate the advan-
tages of using planar terahertz antennas coupled with a tip-to-tip
nanogap active region, resulting in highly efficient c.w.
terahertz photomixers.

Discussion
When two optical inputs with frequencies f1 and f2 are applied to the
photomixer, the materials and antenna can respond only up to the
lower envelope frequency, which is |f1 – f2|. An a.c. current with a
frequency of |f1 – f2| is induced by the movements of photogenerated
carriers between the d.c. biased planar metal electrodes on the
photomixer materials. The E-field distribution in the near field of
the entire structure, including the active photomixing region and
the meander antenna, under illumination by a 1 THz plane wave
was simulated using CST Microwave Studio. Localized submeshing
was used in the photomixer active region or the illuminated electro-
des area to enhance the accuracy. The metal electrodes and planar
antenna were modelled as perfect electrical conductors (PECs).
The results for the tip-to-tip nanogap electrodes photomixer and
the conventional interdigitated electrodes photomixer are shown
in Fig. 4a,b, respectively. The dimensions used in the simulations
were the same as those in Fig. 1.

The E-field (E0) of the incident terahertz plane wave was kept at
1 V m21 for both structures. From Fig. 4a, it can be seen clearly that
the electric field intensity is greatly enhanced within the tip-to-tip
nanogap region, predominantly due to a nano-antenna effect,
which is similar to the well-known lightning-rod effects32. For this
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Figure 1 | Schematic drawings of the fabricated c.w. terahertz photomixers.

Right: overall antenna structure with four bias pads and a modified meander

terahertz antenna design. Left: active region designs with interdigitated

electrodes (top) and tip-to-tip nanogap electrodes (bottom).
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Figure 2 | Plan-view SEM images of the c.w. terahertz photomixers. a,

Overall antenna structure with the modified meander terahertz antenna.

b, Zoom-in of interdigitated electrodes at the active region. c, Overall

antenna structure of the device with the new active region design.

d, Zoom-in of tip-to-tip nanogap electrodes at the active region, with the

100 nm gap at the centre defined by FIB milling.
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structure, the E-field of the incident terahertz plane wave was
aligned along the y-axis, in accordance with the direction of the elec-
tric field under d.c. bias. The lightning-rod-assisted evanescent tun-
nelling through the subwavelength gap allows the incident terahertz
wave arriving on the metal electrode surface to be transmitted more
intensely. Owing to the intense E-field at the active region, which is
analogous to a current source, the E-field intensity radiated at both
arms of the dipole antenna structure is also enhanced. Furthermore,
the active region in this case not only acts as a current source, but
also contributes to the overall emission of terahertz waves. As for
the structure in Fig. 4b, the E-field of the incident terahertz plane
wave was chosen to be polarized along the x-axis so as to make it
parallel with the dominant direction of the electric field during
d.c. bias. The structure exhibits a much lower E-field amplitude.
Although enhancement is also present in this configuration, the
E-field was not radiated, but was instead trapped in the substrate.
Because the interdigitated electrode configuration resembles a
series of parallel-plate capacitors, the electromagnetic energy is
stored rather than emitted. We tested the polarization of the tera-
hertz wave emitted from both types of photomixer, and the
nanogap electrode photomixer indeed showed much stronger verti-
cal ( y-axis) polarization than the interdigitated one in the lower
terahertz range where the resonance occurred.

As the two-colour optical inputs contain a beat signal oscillating
in the terahertz regime and because the width of the electrodes is
much smaller than the wavelength, strong electric field localization
and confinement should occur for the terahertz wave31,33–36.
Accordingly, we used finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simu-
lations to determine the field enhancement factor. A plane wave at
a wavelength of 300 mm (�1 THz) was used to illuminate the struc-
ture. The dimensions of the device were as presented in Fig. 1, with
the gap of the tip-to-tip nano-electrodes being the only variable.
Figure 5a shows the field intensity enhancements compared to the
interdigitated structure as the gap in the tip-to-tip nanogap electrode
structures was varied from 50 nm to 1,000 nm. The field intensity
was obtained at the centre of the gap. It was found that the enhance-
ment could be as large as 400× in a 50 nm gap and 100× in a 100 nm
gap, the same dimension as used in the test devices. The results are in
agreement with those reported by Seo and colleagues31. As a com-
parison, we also calculated the field enhancement factor at 850 nm
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Figure 4 | Electric field amplitude in the near field of a modified meander antenna with different photomixers at 1 THz plane-wave illumination.

a, Photomixer with tip-to-tip nanogap electrodes. b, Photomixer with typical interdigitated electrodes. Inset: cross-sectional schematics of the devices and

the axis convention used in the simulation.
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Figure 3 | Terahertz output characteristics of the photomixers. a, Emission

spectra of the tip-to-tip nanogap photomixer recorded at different laser

offset frequencies. A mercury lamp emission spectrum is included as

reference. Inset: emission spectra of the interdigitated photomixer. Note the

much lower intensity compared to the tip-to-tip nanogap photomixer.

b, Output power comparisons of the c.w. terahertz photomixers with

interdigitated electrodes and tip-to-tip nanogap electrodes. The output

power of a mercury lamp is included as reference.
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pumping light, and found that the enhancement could be observed
only when the gap was ,100 nm. Figure 5b,c shows the electric
field intensity distributions in the tip-to-tip nanogap electrode struc-
tures for 50 nm and 1,000 nm gaps, respectively. With the electric
field component of the incident electromagnetic waves aligned in
the y-direction, as the gap between two opposing electrodes
narrows, the charge at the tip of opposing electrodes experiences a
stronger attraction, subsequently inducing a greater accumulation
of charges. The enhanced surface charge accumulations are the
origin of the field enhancement shown in Fig. 5a. As the opposing
electrodes are moved further apart, the attraction between surface

charges becomes weaker, and at 1,000 nm there is no enhancement
within the gap and the field is only concentrated at the tip of electro-
des, as shown in Fig. 5c.

In the case of the interdigitated electrodes structure, the field was
also enhanced due to surface charge interaction. However, the
strength of the enhancement was restricted by the width of the elec-
trodes. This is because the surface charge density is limited by the
total charge number per unit width of the electrode fingers as the
electric field of the incident electromagnetic waves is aligned per-
pendicular to them. The surface charge density is therefore not as
large as for the tip-to-tip nanogap electrodes with the electric field
aligned along the length of the electrode fingers. Because the elec-
trode width limits the surface charge, even if the separation
between two electrode fingers is made smaller there will be no
field enhancement as significant as for the tip-to-tip nanogap elec-
trodes configuration. Furthermore, because of the broken symmetry
in the y-axis of the interdigitated electrodes, part of the electric field
component would deviate along this axis and induce charge flow
along the length of the electrode fingers. These charges finally
accumulate at the electrodes tips, and this accumulation results in
a stronger field than that on the side surfaces of the electrodes.

The electric field distribution under the electrodes during d.c. bias
was also different for the two configurations. In the case of the fab-
ricated c.w. terahertz photomixer with tip-to-tip nanogap electrodes,
the E-field intensity within the 100 nm gap was enhanced by a factor
of at least three due to the smaller separation between opposing elec-
trodes compared to the device with typical interdigitated electrodes
with a separation of 300 nm. Edge effects also have an impact on the
distributions of the electric field, with a significant increment in
charge collection ability at the edge of the electrodes. This improves
the near-anode photogenerated-carrier capture mechanism at the
electrodes, increasing both the d.c. and terahertz photocurrent.

We also investigated the effect of the meander antenna structures
on the characteristics of the photomixers. For both tip-to-tip
nanogap and interdigitated electrodes, the active region can be
regarded as a capacitor-like terahertz current source. It can be mod-
elled in CST Microwave Studio as a discrete current source used to
excite the meander antenna. The region between the electrodes and
bias pads has a choke acting as a filter to minimize the flow of radio-
frequency (RF) currents into the bias lines to avoid unwanted radi-
ation. The meander structure acts to inductively load the dipole to
compensate the capacitor-like active source to achieve better impe-
dance matching, and shifts the resonance frequency down to
�0.5 THz. The electrodes in the active region further enlarge the
effective dipole length and have similar effects in shifting the
antenna resonant frequency down to �0.4 THz for tip-to-tip
nanogap electrodes, as can be observed in Fig. 3b. In the case of
interdigitated electrodes, because of the longer electrodes, the res-
onant frequency is shifted even lower. This lower resonant fre-
quency leads to a smaller efficiency at higher terahertz frequencies
for the photomixer with interdigitated electrodes, contributing to
its smaller bandwidth compared to the photomixer with tip-to-tip
nanogap electrodes. Furthermore, the simulation confirms that the
tip-to-tip nanogap electrode has a much smaller capacitance than
interdigitated electrodes, while having better impedance matching
to the meander antenna. When we consider the equivalent circuit
of a terahertz photomixer in which it is simplified as capacitance
and resistance, the relationship between the terahertz output
power and the circuit capacitance is given by18

PTHz(v)/
1

1 + (vRAC)2 (1)

where PTHz is the mean power of the terahertz output, v is the
frequency, RA is the antenna resistance, and C is the capacitance
of the photomixer. Using COMSOL, we calculated the capacitance
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of the nanogap electrode antenna structure to be 2.1 fF and that of
the interdigitated structure to be 3.2 fF. This translates to a factor of
at least 2.3 enhancement of PTHz. A lower RC time constant also
allows for better output power performance, especially at the
higher part of the terahertz spectrum.

In summary, a highly efficient c.w. terahertz source using nano-elec-
trodes in the active region of the photomixer is demonstrated. Full-field
electromagnetic simulations reveal that the photomixer active region
with tip-to-tip nanogap electrodes actively radiates terahertz waves, in
contrast to the active region with typical interdigitated electrodes.
FDTD simulations show two orders of magnitude field enhancements
in the terahertz region in the tip-to-tip nanogap electrodes with a
100 nm gap when compared to the interdigitated electrodes configur-
ation. With the E-field of the impinging electromagnetic waves polar-
ized parallel to the opposing electrodes, the enhanced terahertz field
leads to a stronger force driving the photogenerated carriers to the elec-
trodes more efficiently. The new active region structure also provides
good impedance matching to the terahertz planar antenna and exhibits
a lower RC time constant, allowing more efficient radiation, particularly
at the higher part of the terahertz spectrum. Measurement results from
the fabricated photomixers show about two orders of magnitude output
power enhancement and about two times larger bandwidth in the c.w.
terahertz photomixer with the tip-to-tip nanogap active region than
that with conventional interdigitated electrodes.

Methods
The investigated devices consisted of 1 mm LT GaAs and a 1 mm AlAs heat-
spreading layer grown on a semi-insulating GaAs substrate using solid-source MBE.
The growth temperature for LT GaAs was �300 8C with in situ post-growth
annealing at 600 8C for 10 min. Hall effect measurements revealed a resistivity
of �5 × 107V cm and room-temperature carrier mobility of �5,000 cm2 V21 s21.
This is similar to observations of the Hall effect for intrinsic GaAs materials37. The
carrier lifetime of the LT GaAs was found to be ,1 ps. As for LT GaAs, the effects of
As precipitates are noted for their unique electrical properties.

A modified meander antenna was adopted for the c.w. terahertz photomixer.
The meander antenna was patterned using a standard photolithography and metal
lift-off process. The LT-GaAs wafer was first cleaned with acetone and methanol
(5 min each) and rinsed with deionized (DI) water. The wafer was then baked in an
oven at 120 8C for 10 min for dehydration. This was followed by AZ5214
photoresist-coating with a spin speed of 5,000 r.p.m. and a soft bake at 90 8C for
90 s. Photolithography was carried out using a mask aligner SUSS MicroTec
(MA8/BA6). Layers of titanium and gold (10 nm and 150 nm, respectively) were
deposited using a Denton Explorer electron-beam evaporator and ultrasonic-
assisted lift-off to form the PCA. To define the submicrometre electrodes, the
patterned wafers were coated with poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) with a spin
speed of 3,000 r.p.m. The soft bake was carried out at 180 8C for 10 min. The
interdigitated electrodes pattern and nanogap electrode pattern without opening of
the central gap were formed by electron-beam lithography on PMMA using an
Elionix ELS-7000 electron-beam lithography system at a current of 100 pA and dose
time of 2.4 ms/dot. The patterns were developed using methyl isobutyl ketone :
isopropyl alcohol (1:3). Titanium and gold layers (5 nm and 100 nm, respectively)
were deposited by electron-beam evaporation and a lift-off process. The connected
nanogap electrodes were finally separated by focused ion beam milling using an
FEIFIB 200XP single-beam FIB at 70 pA current.

The wafers were then diced and mounted on a hyper-hemispherical lens made of
high-resistivity silicon (Batop GmbH). The electrode active region, also the pumping
light illumination area, had an area of �5 mm × 8 mm. Voltage biasing of the device
was achieved using probes attached to a Keithley source meter, which also functioned as
a photocurrent meter. Two tunable c.w. single-frequency semiconductor lasers
(Toptica DFB) operating at central wavelengths of 852 nm and 855 nm were used as the
excitation light source. The two laser beams were combined using a 2 × 1 single-mode
polarization-maintaining fibre. After amplification at a Toptica BoosTA
semiconductor amplifier, the fibre-coupled combined laser beam was aligned to the
photomixer active region using a Newport XYZ micrometre precision stage. The tuning
of the laser frequency offset was conducted by carefully setting the two laser
temperatures at a calibrated temperature. At each frequency offset point, the emission
spectra from the photomixer were obtained using FTIR in conjunction with a
liquid-helium-cooled silicon bolometer. The characteristic of the photomixer emission
was its narrow linewidth, as determined by the laser pump source. In our case, the
laser linewidth was ,10 MHz. The recorded emission spectra linewidth was limited
by the resolution of the FTIR system (�6 GHz).

A schematic of the measurement set-up is shown in Supplementary Fig. 1. Each
photomixer was mounted on a dedicated stage with bias probes and placed directly
in front of the FTIR input window. For data collection, the FTIR scanning range was

set between 5 and 70 cm21, where 1 THz ≈ 33.33 cm21. The acquisition mode used
was single-sided forward–backward, with a scanning resolution of 0.2 cm21.
A Mylar 50 mm beamsplitter was used. To obtain the output power of the
photomixers, we first calibrated the bolometer intensity reading using a standard
mercury lamp supplied with the FTIR system. Such a lamp has been characterized to
behave as an ideal blackbody source at 4,000 K at a frequency less than 2 THz.
Placing the lamp at the same position as the photomixer, the spectra of the lamp was
obtained using the FTIR with the bolometer detector. The radiated power of a
blackbody source within a particular wavelength range could then be calculated
using the following approximation38:

DP = 2phc2

l5

1
ehc/lkT − 1

DlA (2)

where h is Planck’s constant, c is the speed of light, T is absolute temperature, l is the
wavelength, and A is the light source area, which in this case was determined by the
size of the aperture on an aperture disk in the FTIR system (Supplementary Fig. 1).
Here, the aperture diameter was fixed at 8 mm. The spectra of the photomixers
could be compared with the reference spectra of the mercury lamp. By comparing
the integrated intensity of the photomixer emission spectrum and the mercury-lamp
spectrum at a particular frequency range and referring to the calculated blackbody
power, the output power of the c.w. terahertz photomixers could be obtained.
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